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It’s time to see analytical pure gases differently
With so many choices, we know selecting analytical gases can seem complex. At Airgas, an Air Liquide company,  
we understand pure specialty gases and what you need to maintain your important analytical work. ALPHAGAZ™,  
our premium brand of pure gases and delivery equipment, promises a succinct and simple selection of accurate  
pure gases, with guaranteed minimal impurities. 

A simple choice
ALPHAGAZ removes the complexity around pure gas selection for your toughest analytical applications—so you can 
focus on your work instead.

Quality you can depend on
ALPHAGAZ ensures accurate and traceable gases by lot number back to the fill batch, with minimal contaminants, 
produced in ISO-accredited laboratories with appropriate certificates, and delivered to your point of use with gas 
handling equipment designed to maintain accuracy of analysis. 

Consistent and reliable service from the experts
Save time and gain efficiencies with reliable gas supply via an extensive US footprint, supported by a network of 
specialty gas experts and backed by an arsenal of supply chain tools.  
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Our ALPHAGAZ™ offer
Consistent and accurate results

Ask us about how you can save time and gain  
efficiencies with reliable supply chain solutions. 

• EZ-TRAC™ cylinder tracking

• Digital data transfer of certificates such as analysis or conformance

• Easy account management 

• And so much more

 

The right gas
With guaranteed low critical impurity levels, all  
ALPHAGAZ pure gases help ensure accurate analysis  
with repeatability. Available in gas or liquid and for  
carrier, purge and zero applications.

The right packaging
ALPHAGAZ pure gases come packaged in unique cylinder  
packaging to help you protect gas purity and maximize gas use.

ALPHAGAZ 1 comes equipped with a SMARTOP™ cylinder valve  
and permanent ergonomic top.

ALPHAGAZ Nano™ with an integrated purifier plus permanent 
ergonomic top helps eliminate expensive external gas  
purity equipment.

The right equipment 
Maintain gas purity when you expertly pair your ALPHAGAZ  
pure gas with high-performance pressure regulators  
and accessories.


